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CNBC Closing Bell
Facebook: A "Massive, Complex Turnaround" 
  
A panel discussion on CNBC on September 12 underscores that if you are a buyer
or seller of companies, knowing the current macro-economic events can be crucial
to achieving the best price. Moreover, future value matters - as noted in the case of
Facebook, where right now, there is uncertainty about Facebook's future reflected
in its recent stock price decline.
 
In the on-air CNBC panel discussion hosted by Maria Bartiromo and Bill Griffeth,
panel participant Marty Wolf commented on the future facing Facebook after Mark
Zuckerberg's interview with Michael Arrington at TechCrunch Disrupt on September
11 and QE 3 (possible quantitative easing by the Fed).
 
Marty noted Facebook is "a massive,
complex turnaround." Its core business
was overvalued at its offering price by
at least a factor of two or three, no
matter what metric you look at.
 
To put the post-IPO drop in perspective,
Facebook has destroyed more of its
enterprise value than the market
capitalizations of Nike, HP, Sony,
Manchester United Domino's Pizza and several other famous companies - all in
one 90-day period.
 
Facebook can be grown, but it is competing with three of the best companies in the
world: Microsoft, Google, and Apple. In looking to Facebook's future, Marty noted:
"I think they have their work cut out for them."
 
To view the full segment, visit our website at www.martinwolf.com
 
To learn more about martinwolf contact Matthew Putzulu at mputzulu@martinwolf.com.  
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I would rather
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when people

underestimate
us... 

 
- Mark Zuckerberg
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             San Francisco, CA                                                Bangalore, India

With offices in San Francisco and Bangalore, India, martinwolf is a leading middle market M&A
Advisory focused on companies with services-based business models. Since 1997, our team has
completed more than 115 transactions in six countries. We are a five-year member of the Merrill
Lynch PS Referral Network, and were selected as ICICI Bank's (India's leading private bank)
exclusive strategic partner for acquiring U.S. IT companies. martinwolf is a member
of FINRA and SIPC. For more information, visit www.martinwolf.com.
   

June 15, 2012
glendonTodd Capital LLC announced that it acquired Aztec Systems, a leading provider of
enterprise technology solutions to hundreds of U.S. middle-market companies. Aztec was
represented by martinwolf in this transaction. Aztec, a member of Microsoft's Presidents Club,
was recently ranked 27th in revenue on Bob Scott's 2012 Top 100 VARS list and serves more
than 700 middle-market clients. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed. Please click here to
view the announcement.
 
December 1, 2011
Softchoice Corporation (TSX: SO) announced it has it has fulfilled its regulatory requirements
under the Competition Act and has now completed the acquisition of substantially all of the
assets of UNIS LUMIN, one of Canada's most highly regarded Cisco networking and managed
services companies. Softchoice was represented by martinwolf. The acquisition strengthens
Softchoice's professional services capabilities while providing the technology foundation to
support the Company's future cloud offerings.
Please click here to view the announcement.   

 
September 30, 2011
SPS, a leading Unified Communications Provider, announced that Court Square Partners has
made an investment in the company. martinwolf advised SPS in this transaction. SPS is a
premier unified communication services integrator, ranked 131 on the 2011 VAR 500 list with
2010 sales of $143 million. Court Square is a $4B+ New York-based PE Group, with more than
150 lifetime investments. Please click here to view the announcement. 
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